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Optimization of the traﬃc network
Decision making and path optimization
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Nowadays, we associate four characteristics to intelligent
agents: the abilities of (1) thinking humanly, (2) thinking rationally,
(3) acting humanly, and (4) acting rationally.
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Genetic Algorithms

Game Theory

search-based
algorithms
AI is used to search and optimize
solutions to problems
Can I optimize the allocation of resources?
Can I manage water resources as a game?
How can I place buildings to respect all constraints?
What is the quickest path given the current traﬃc data?

Constraints Satisfaction
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Clustering

Anomaly Detection

unsupervised
machine learning
AI is used to find patterns in a set of
data so that they can be interpreted
Which areas are more contaminated?
How buildings have been built over the years?
How to group areas based on specific risks?
Which phenomenon has caused another one?

Pattern Recognition

Association
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supervised
machine learning
AI is used to learn patterns and
predict future trends

Labeled instances

90%
white

Based on knowledge acquired, how will the territory
change in the near future?
Based on knowledge acquired, does it make sense to
build new buildings in a certain area?

Unseen instance
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Deep Neural Network

deep
machine learning
AI is used to imitates the inner
working of a human brain
Can we automatically detect spatial objects?
Can we automatically and semantically segment
pixels of a geospatial image?
Can we automatically create digital maps from
satellite images?
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Another relevant application consists of combining image
recognition techniques with supervised or deep learning
mechanisms that can provide an automatic classification
of objects on the territory.
E.g., automatic exploration of the environment.
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consumerization, where citizens interact with spatial data
to add new information to the AI.
AI has been also associated to the future of cartography:
one of the biggest challenges is the automatic
identification of new buildings or changes in the
arrangement of a city.
The combination of maps and deep learning can solve this
problem in an eﬀective manner.
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Geological mapping is typically done by an operator
who go out into the field and record geological
information from the rocks that outcrop at the surface.
Novel deep learning algorithms can perform this task
automatically, by receiving remote data and identifying
the geological information for a given area.
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